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Star* Winstone Lane, Brixton
On Down: Foxhound lnn, Brixton
Hares: Boil and 9"
New Moons

A fine evening greeted Wobblys's Bickleigh Run,but my meditations on the pleasures of
the evening's prospect were interrupted by the sight of a distraught Sasha. Her distress
has been provoked by the deeply disturbing sight of two men from another hash divesting
themselves of their undergarments in full view. Far from being tempted by the
disagreeable vision of the brace of wobbly white buttocks, Streaky hurried swiftly past. No
doubt, the emotional stress contributed towards the sprained ankle she suffered later in
the evening.

Some churlish spirits were heard to mutter as our Great Leader took to the saddle to
provide an additional obstruction as we ran and ruptured our way around the early
passages of the run. Hold hard say l! Slush can do No Wrong and if he asked for
volunteers to provide him with a smoother ride, I would be the first to prostrate myself in
the mud beneath his wheels.

We enjoyed a notably good run, with one slippy tricky crossing of the Plym, where

I

spotted Plain Jane requiring the eagerly proffered assistance of a gentleman on each arm
to avoid an early bath. The run was so finely crafted and of such quality that with a little
discrete short cutting even I was able to reach the bucket in good time.
Gannet had come armed with hob nailed trainers to extinguish any sign of the invasive
Spanish Bluebells spotted in the woods. Like some latter day Drake, she declaimed on the
distinctive appearance of the invader (Broader leaves, no scent, paler flowers, blue
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anthers) but saw little evidence of the pesky intruders during her perambulation.

Congratulations are due to P60, the Mata Hari of TVH3 who infiltrated Stannary last week
to ascertain the location and disposition of their run this week and so avoid embarrassing
incidents, apart from the irate landowner who hove into view muttering about trespass until
it was pointed out to the deluded nincompoop that the area was awash with hashes.
(Given their record, the offender was probably Drake approaching from the opposite
direction).

Luckily, I managed to get to K2's cake stall before Von Trapp, who purchased the entire
stock of Rock Buns,for personal consumption. But what a wizard idea to have a Tuck shop
at the termination of ihe run! Roll on the Cream Slices, Eclairs, Lardy Cake, Bakewell Tarts
etc.

On the subject of entrepreneurial zeal, Krakow is running a horse race at the Chipshop lnn
(aka the Copper Kettle) on Saturday 1"t June. I had visions of a few nags borrowed from
the local hunt, courtesy of Dawn and a short steeplechase across the neighbouring fields
or maybe a horse hash. But no! This is going to be the soft option of electronic racing with
Krakow as the bookmaker and plenty of opportunity for spread betting and other
refinements. Steve assures me that generating profits is the least of his concerns!

Milly, Yves and Rosie maintained the great record and high standing of hash 10 Tourers
by completing this yea/s foul weather walk in good time and spirits.
Following Aimless's directions, I led P60 on an extended trek to Shaugh Prior and when
we eventually reached the White Thorn, I was disconcerted to find Stannary in occupation
of the bar. Fortunately, overwhelming numbers soon paid off and they were driven into a
circular kraal in one corner of the saloon. As I shimmied off at about 9.30, they were still
engaged in a tight huddle about to take part in those arcane rituals for which they are so
notorious.

